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In this paper we used crystal detector to detect radar signals. The developed system can not be 
detected by radar detector detector. Our system not only detects the presence of the radar but it 
also can determine the distance between radar and our system. It can also determine power 
level at certain place. For the case of pulse radar we can determine beside previous information 
additional information such as maximum radar range, and remaining distance for our detector 
to lie into radar detection area. 

Introduction. 
Ι-RADAR 

The term radar is a contraction of the words radio detection and ranging. The name reflects 
the importance placed by the early workers in this field on the need for the device to detect the 
presence of a target and to measure it range [1]. The principle of operation depends on radiating 
energy into space and detecting the echo signal reflected from an object or target .The Transmitter 
generates an electromagnetic signal such as short pulse or continuous wave (CW) which radiated 
into space by antenna. There are two types of RADAR:  

– Continuous wave RADAR: which radiate continuous wave and receive reflected one. 
– Pulse RADAR: which radiate pulse and hold while receive all echo signals reflected, and 

then reradiate second pulse (pulse repetition period which is reciprocal to pulse repetition frequency 
Prf). 

The radar has terms we will explain the related ones to our project. 
Maximum RADAR range (max unambiguous). Rmax can be written in many forms but 

famous one is [2]: 
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Where Rmax = the maximum range of radar is the distance beyond which the target can not be 
detected; Pt = power radiated by isotropic antenna; G = max power density radiated by directive 
antenna divided by power density radiated by lossless isotropic antenna with the same power;         
σ = radar cross section;  Ae  = effective area and Smin = the minimum detectable received power [2]. 

Pulse repetition frequency (Prf): term special for pulse radar ,when radar transmit pulse, a 
sufficient time must elapse to allow all echo signals to return before transmit next pulse as shown in 
fig. 1. It determines maximum radar range. The time reciprocal to frequency called pulse repetition 
time. 

fp =C / 2R;               (2) 
С = speed of light (3·108) and R = max unambiguous range. 

 
Fig. 1. Рulse radar signal and pulse repetition frequency 
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BeamWidth: the antenna must be concentrated into narrow phase in order to concentrate 
energy into desired path. 

Π- RADAR DETECTOR 
Appearance of radar detector. The disadvantages of the radar system are: 1. Detecting 

targets which exist in a certain range (max unambiguous range is very low compared with 
transmitted one (because of scattering, absorption, path loss and fluctuation loss…etc. 2. The beam 
width of the reflected signal (which is inverse proportional to the power density) is large compared 
with the beam width of the transmitted signal. 

We can utilize these disadvantages to design another system that capable of detecting radar 
signal before reaching the maximum unambiguous range (sweeping area), this system is called 
radar detector. 

RADAR signal VS radar detector signal 
If we try to trace radar signal with respect to equation (1) we find that radar transmit power 

(Pt), but being not isotropic source and has concentrated beam it will has gain (G) >>1. The radar 
transmit power PtG. after distance Rradar the power density will be scattered as sphere with area 
(4πR2

radar), the power become (PtG) / (4πR2
radar). This signal will be intercepted by target, so, it will 

be reflected. Here we considered the object as secondary source for radiating power. The object has 
term similar to G which is σ (cross section) <<1 (arbitrary beam). This signal most travel distance 
Rradar, so the power density will be decrease by multiplying by (σ/4πR2

radar). Like any signal this 
signal will be affected by noise ( Nmin /KTBFn<1) so power density will decrease when multiplied 
by this value. The path loss and fluctuation loss will decrease the power density by 1 / LfLp. The 
signal at radar receiver will be as shown in fig. 2. All these factors will restrict maximum radar 
range by distance Rradar. No target beyond this distance will be detected because the reflected signal 
is < Smin. Although the signal propagate to distance longer than distance Rradar. 

Based on the above, we can design a system capable of detecting this signal at distance 
(Rdet) >> Rradar.  The signal exist at this distance with sufficient magnitude.  
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Fig. 2. Radar signal VS radar detector signal 
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*Path loss and fluctuation in anti-radar is low compared with radar so, it can be neglected 
Also it has one path effect, but in radar it has two paths effect. 

It can be seen that as much you increase the power the effect will be the same on both radar 
and radar detector (RD) detection distance, because you can not control the atmosphere condition, 
also you cannot control cross section which act as secondary source for radiating power(has 
arbitrary beam width – not concentrated-and receive power become the root of four) so, RD will 
receive  signal travel long distance with good power value but the radar can not reach this distance 
to detect RD, because of very low power reflected from the same distance (can not be detected) 
also, it is more scattered. 

– We can determine the distance between radar and RD according the received power value 
(suppose you know transmitted power value), while radar still can not detect RD. 

This distance will be donated as Rdet: 
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– The Pulse RADAR has inherent property. It used pulses instead of continuous wave. So, it 
transmit pulse and hold until receiving all echo signals  then transmit again This term is known as 
pulse repletion frequency ( fp). According to this property we can extract information about 
maximum RADAR range, this frequency determines maximum range that radar can detect. 

Rradar = С/2fp.                                                                    (4) 
And then we can determine how far you are from detection area. By subtract value of Rradar 

from Rdet. 
Rsafe = Rdet – Rradar                                                                 (5) 

According these design parameters we can design our system as shown below in block 
diagram (fig. 3, 4). 
 

2-BLOCK DIAGRAM 
RADAR DETECTOR SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

Fig. 3. Radar detector block diagram 
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Fig. 4. Crystal detector block diagram  [4] 

We use detector that performs conversion from high frequency (in GHz) to a DC signal using 
Crystal detector. Crystal detector is basically a type of diode rectifier. Because a diode is non-linear 
element, harmonic components of the input are generated in the detection process. These harmonic 
components are attenuated by the low pass filter located before the output of the detector, leaving 
only the dc output signal. 

If the microwave signal’s amplitude is sufficiently low, the output of the detector proportional 
to the square of microwave signal voltage and, therefore, proportional to microwave signal power as 
shown in the fig. 5, the detector is said to be operating in its quadratic or square law region. 

When the microwave signal power is greater than about – 10 dB, the voltage of the detector’s 
output signal tends to be directly proportional to the microwave signal voltage the detector is said to 
be operating in its linear region, that is, it rectifies the applied signal. Fig. 5 shows the variation of 
the crystal detector output signal voltage as a function of microwave signal power input. It 
represents a typical sensitivity curve of a crystal detector. (This example of crystal detector of 
10 GHz frequency) [4]. Crystal has special dimensions compatible with operating frequency.  

 
Fig. 5. Pin VS Vo 

ΙΙ-DC Amplifier. The incoming signal from crystal detector is a DC signal (low Frequency) 
with low power or voltage level which not suitable to drive next stage. So we need DC amplifier to 
amplify this low voltage level signal to a level that can drive next stages of our system. it is also low 
noise, wideband, low drift. 

ΙΙΙ -Analog to Digital Converter (A/D). The incoming signal from previous stage is a 
continuous wave (Analog signal), so we need to digitize it to be compatible with data processing 
and data display. 

ΙV-Binary Coded Decimal (BCD). It accepts N-bits (in binary) from analog-to-digital 
converter and converts it into M-bits (in decimal). 
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V-Data displays. It will show the processed data as information that can be understood by the 
operator (user). 

It is 7-segments device that used to display received power, we can use this value (power) to 
extract another parameter which is the distance between RDand radar as will be explained later in 
µp, and we can also exploit this value (received power) to determine if we can use the radar system 
at this place or not (application # 2) below. 

DATA Displays information: 
1 – Power level at this place (Data display1). 
2 – Distance between radar and RD (Data display 2). 
3 – Remaining distance (Rsafe) before you lie into detection area in case of pulse radar (Data 

display 3). 

VI-Frequency Counter.  All previous stages will be used in case of Doppler Shift RADAR 
And Pulse RADAR. Based on pulse repletion frequency, we can extract information about 
maximum RADAR range, and then the processor can determined how far you are from detection 
area. This frequency determines the maximum range that radar can detect (equation 4). 

So frequency counter line  will give ac signal(square wave) in case of pulse radar, and dc 
signal in case of continuous wave radar (frequency = 0). 

So frequency counter will be useless in case of continues wave radar and no data will be 
shown. 

NOTE: we will not use a device called frequency counter. But mentioned here to show the 
importance of this line in the project (which is extracting information about Max.Radar range). 

VII-Data processing. It processes the data coming from A/D converter and frequency counter 
to be compatible with display. 

– It can determine distance between RD and radar depending on data coming from A/D 
converter (power level) as follow: 

R2
det  = (Pt G)/ (4 πPr).            (6) 

Where  
*R: distance between radar and RD  
*Note: if we compared this term in this equation (Rdet) with same term in radar equation Rradar 

(or as explained previously in fig. 2) we will see that (Rdet>>Rradar) because RD receive signal 
transmitted from radar (so, concentrated beam) while radar receive signal reflected back from target 
which it is beam depends on cross-section (not concentrated) and radar face more loss (path and 
fluctuation loss). 

*G = 1  in case of isotropic (worst case). 
*Note: – the value of G is much more than one because antenna of radar is directional 

(concentrated beam), so the value of Rdet will be more than this assumption, but we take it as 
approximation (worst case). 

*Pr: Received power (Pr) is the power detected by the crystal detector lies in range                
(-40 to -10) dB to guarantee working in square law region. 

*Pt: transmitted power (some how will know for many radar applications) will be saved 
previously in processor. 

*Ranti represents the output of data display (2). 
– Maximum radar range according the input coming from frequency counters (in case of 

pulse radar) according to equation (5). 
– The remaining distance(safe distance) before you lie in radar detection area-in case of pulse 

radar-according the input come from frequency counter and A/D converter (equation 5). 
*This represents the output of data display (3). 
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B-AUDIABLE PORTION 
 

Will create alarm in case of detecting the presence of radar.  
I – Comparator. It will create threshold level (greater than zero) to prevent any False alarm 

caused by noise. 
II – Audio Oscillator. It will produce a periodic waveform at the output with only dc Input; 

the periodic signal has frequency lies in audible range. 
III – Speaker. Its function is to generate an audible signal in case of detection a radar system. 

 
3. COMPARISION AND APPLICATIONS 

I – The advantages of our system compared with previous versions of radar detectors. 
1.  Crystal detector cannot be detected by RADAR Detector Detector because it is simply has 

no local oscillator (no local oscillator leakage) compared with the super heterodyne receiver shown 
below (fig. 6). 
 

 
Fig. 6. Рrevious version of radar detector [5] 

2. It doesn't use any IC to operate at high frequency because the output of crystal is DC signal. 
 

II-APPLICATIONS 
1. Detection the presence of Radar and estimating the distances. 
We can detect radar presence at long distance compared with radar max range and calculating 

the remaining rang e(distance). 
2. Detection of power level at certain place. 
It is secondary application if you tune RD into certain frequency you can determine power 

level at that place or there exist a communication system here .so, you can avoid interference (in 
case of satellite and microwave communications); also can be useful in mobile communications.   

Summary 
1. Radar detector can detect the presence of radar before radar can detect it. Radar will detect 

radar detector if we assume it as an object like car, plane…etc so detection will not be occur 
because our system doesn't produce any leakage as super heterodyne receiver. The detection will be 
at very long distance while radar has very low detection distance. 

2. utilizing the effect of atmosphere condition and two paths reflection of radar signal while 
one path (without reflection) in case of radar detector. The radar equation in term of distance R will 
be root of four while radar detector equation has a root of two. 

3. Radar detector not only detects presence of radar, it can also determine the remaining 
distance to the radar. 

4. In case of pulse radar data display 2 will show safe distance before lying into radar 
detection area, by using property special for pulse radar which is pulse repetition frequency and 
using distance determined by received power. 
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5. Radar detector can show power level at certain place (the output of crystal detector 
working at square law) 
 

Future Work. Experimental validation of our system will be provided within the next few 
months in our microwave lab. We will use 60 dB attenuator in transmitting to increase the range. 
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Яхья С. Х. Кхраисат 
Використання кристалічного детектора для виявлення сигналів радара і вимірювання 
відстані 
Pозглянуто використання кристалічного детектора для виявлення радара. Запропонована 
система не може бути виявлена виявлювачем радара. Система виявляє наявність радара і 
визначає відстань до нього, потужність сигналу у зазначеному місці. У випадку імпульсного 
радара, крім зазначеної інформації, можна визначити максимальну дальність дії радара і 
відстань від детектора до межі дії радара. 
 
Яхья С. Х. Кхраисат 
Применение кристаллического детектора для обнаружения сигналов радара и 
измерения расстояния 
Рассмотрено использование  кристаллического детектора для обнаружения  радара. 
Предложенная система не может быть обнаружена обнаружителем радара. Система  
обнаруживает присутствие радара и определяет расстояние до него, мощность сигналу в 
определенном месте. В случае импульсного радара, кроме упомянутой информации, можно 
определить максимальную дальность действия радара и расстояние от детектора до границы 
зоны действия радара.  
 
 


